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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Older adults make up the fastest-growing portion of the population

of the United States. This increasing "greying" of our society has led

to an emphasis on the responsibilities of institutions toward the

elderly. Health and social programs have been developed for "senior

citizens". Special political activities such as silver-haired

legislatures have come Into being to air the needs. Interests and

concerns of our older citizens.

Interest In the cognitive processes of the older adult Is evidenced

by articles In the popular press, e.g., (Goleman, 1987) and (Johannes,

1987). Aging Individuals want to understand how they are changing and

they want help In dealing with change be It physical or mental.

Facilitating learning, no matter what age the learner, Is the

responsibility of educators.

Educational Institutions are expressing an awareness of their

responsibilities to provide older citizens with the skills and

Information to continue to function Independently. Education is being

seen not as something one completes, but as something always being

acquired. Peterson (1983) points out that older people will almost

certainly Increase as a percentage of the population with which

educators will be dealing In a direct way. He also suggests that the

Interests and needs of these older students may differ widely.

"For Instance, they may participate In adult basic education,

upgrading of job skills, retraining for second careers, group discussion

for volunteer roles, development of leisure skills, development of



health and consumer skills, or training for new roles or

responsibilities" (Peterson, 1983, p. 9).

Even as the nature of those to be educated is changing so too are

the means of acquiring education. Programs educational in nature that

speak to the needs of older people can be found in activities ranging

from extension service groups to church groups to garden clubs and

historical societies. Videotapes that explain a hobby or recreational

activity are part of this shifting vision of education.

But whether the older learner is participating in an

institutionally sponsored educational program or learning at home from a

book, video cassette tape or by some other means, to be effective the

educational effort must recognize the unique needs, problems and

requirements of the older learner.

Statement of the Problem

Based on the evidence of limited studies of the spoken and written

language of adults mentioned, this study attempts to determine if

changes occur in the writing of adults because of the aging process.

The following research questions provide direction for the study:

1. Does sentence complexity as measured by left- and right-
branching sentence embeddings change with age?

2. To what extent is sentence length related to the age of the
writer?

3. What relationship exists between sentence complexity as
measured by the frequency left- and right-branching sentences
embeddings and the educational level attained by the writer?

4. What is the relationship between mean sentence length and the
educational level attained by the writer?

5. Are any other characteristics present in the writing that may
have a relationship to syntactical complexity?



If there is evidence that as adults age, cognitive processes change

In ways that influence learning, then educators must be aware of these

changes and adjust their methods and materials accordingly.

Evidence presented by Emery (1985) and Kemper (1987) indicates that

older adults may have difficulty processing complex sentences. It

appears that in many individuals ability to imitate, create, or

understand sentences containing certain kinds of embedded elements

diminishes with age. Difficulties in dealing with syntactic complexity

could pose problems for older learners In both expression and

comprehension. Educators who work with older adults will need an

understanding of these difficulties if they are to be effective in

dealing with the older learner. The purpose of this study is to further

examine the relationship between certain kinds of sentence complexity

and aging in adults.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Although there has been research on Intelligence and cognitive

function as they relate to aging, according to Emery (1985) systematic

studies of language structure/function in the elderly are almost

non-existent.

Emery's research investigated language changes in both the normal

elderly and the elderly suffering from Senile Dementia Alzheimer's Type.

Emery notes, as did this researcher, that little attention has been

given to language in the elderly as evidenced by the absence of

"language* or "syntax" in compendia indexes of books dealing with

cognitive processes and aging.

Emery's work (1985) marked an increasing awareness of the need to

examine the relationship between aging and language. That research is

based upon the work of linguists and psychologists who have demonstrated

that language acquisition Is developmental In nature. In childhood the

use of nouns, verbs, and adject I vies, first as Individual words and

later as simple sentences, are the Initial stages. As language

development occurs, articles, conjunctions, prepositions and endings

which show relationships within the sentences are acquired.

Building upon earlier research in linguistics which Indicates that

complex sentences are mastered later than simple sentences and that the

mastery Is directly related to syntactic function, Emery reported



significant changes were more likely to occur at the syntactic level

rather than at the level of the individual word.

It was already established that some psychomotor slowing occurs

with age. Many researchers also suggested a gradual decrease in

cognitive abilities with age. Emery cites early research indicating

that most of the decrease in language processing ability occurred after

the age of eighty. Emery also concludes that although the normal

elderly do have a definite sequence of deficits in the handling of

con?) lex syntactic structures, it is not so severe as victims of

Alzheimer's dementia. Problems in processing syntax are a function of

syntactic conplexity (p. 12). "Systematic syntactic testing of the

Alzheimer elderly and normal elderly had not been done prior to the

research of Emery. . ." (p. 7).

finery (1985) and Cross (1981) cite difficulties with

cross-sectional studies as well as longitudinal studies to measure

changes in language (Emery) or intelligence (Cross). The problems of

each sort of study are known to researchers. The major researchers

cited in this study Emery (1985) and Kemper (1987) attempted to control

for the problems by various methods. In the cross-sectional study of

Emery the cohort group was tightly controlled with regard to

socio-economic background which might influence language. Kemper (1987)

used a cohort-sequential design to deal with cultural changes over time.

Sprott (1980) surveyed the con?>lexity of issues surrounding the

measurement of learning ability and intelligence among older adults. It

is difficult to separate issues of general intelligence in the elderly

from their ability to process language.



Among the instruments specifically developed to test for syntactic

complexity in language was the test for syntactic conu>lexity based upon

a number of other accepted instruments. Other tests based on research

in transformational grammar and neurology were also utilized (Emery,

1985).

None of these tests was developed especially for written language

and Emery's work deals primarily with spoken language. However, "All

the data analyses and statistical tests point consistently to the idea

of an age function in diminished syntactic performance" (p. 22).

Furthermore, "The data seem to indicate an inverse relationship between

the sequence of language development and the sequence of language

deterioration" (p. 26).

The decrement in syntactic processing found by Emery as a function

of age and of syntactic complexity was also found in the speech of

elderly adults by Kynette and Kemper (1986).

Additional studies by Kemper (1986), Kemper & Rash (1987), and

Kemper (1987), indicate deterioration in syntactic processing in the

written work of adults as a function of age with the most evident change

coming at around the age of seventy.

Kemper and Rash (1987) examined the complexity of both written and

oral narratives and have determined a decline in syntactic canplexlty

occurs in either case. These changes appear unrelated to the subject

being discussed or the manner of presentation and probably reflect

changes in fundamental psychol inguistic processes.



Kemper demonstrates that changes In syntactic complexity In writing

found In diaries kept over a lifespan are a function of age and are

decremental in nature, (Kemper, 1987).

Kemper's study dealt with a longitudinal sample of eight adults who

kept journals for seven or more decades and a cohort-sequential sample

consisting of diaries of ten adults at three time intervals within the

longitudinal sample.

Kemper's extensive work on syntactic change across the lifespan

would seem to indicate some sort of neuro-psycho logical foundation for

the observed changes. In a telephone conversation in the spring of

1987, Kemper expressed the belief that observed changes were not related

to social isolation or other such environmental or experiential

situation of the elderly.



CHAPTER THREE - CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY

Method

More than two hundred Individuals were given a written request to

write a narrative or biographical sketch of at least three hundred words

in length. The request was contained on an information sheet briefly

explaining the nature of the study and introducing the researcher. With

the request was a short information form to permit collection of data

regarding age, education, and other information about the individual

(see Appendix 1).

Individuals were selected from acquaintances of the researcher in

an attempt to assure representative distribution with regard to sex,

age, and educational background. Initially it was hoped that at least

five individuals would be found to respond in each five year age

category from age twenty-one to ninety-five.

Individuals were also screened with regard to health. Individuals

participating in the study were known to be in good health for their

respective ages and elderly participants lived in their own homes. No

elderly individuals were chosen who were nursing home residents,

long-term care patients or who in other ways demonstrated an inability

to care for themselves. Individuals over the age of seventy who

participated in this study ought to be representative of the majority of

elderly citizens who maintain their own residences and care for

themselves.

After the initial contact follow-up was made by phone, letter or a

personal visit. Of the individuals contacted nearly 80 or about



thirty-six percent responded. Of that number several had to be

discarded for a variety of reasons. At least two older persons provided

writing they had done some years ago. While it might be useful for some

purposes, it did not fit within the inmediate parameters of this study.

Other individuals returned writing samples far too brief to be helpful.

These too were discarded.

Seventy-three samples were left for analysis. These were not as

evenly distributed with regard to the factors mentioned previously as

the researcher had hoped. However, as will be seen from Table 1, all

categories are represented In terms of age.

None of the Individuals whose responses were utilized In this study

were raised In the same family. They shared a mid-western upbringing.

A few had homes In which a language other than English was spoken as

they were growing up and this may have resulted In at least two of them

having some unusual characteristics In their writing which will be

examined later. Today all of the respondents speak English.

The writing samples were analyzed for the following Information:

1. approximate number of words
2. mean sentence length
3. number of left-branching sentence embeddings
4. number of right-branching sentence embeddings
5. other unusual characteristics especially those related to

syntax.

To determine the number of words In a sample, a word was defined as

five or more letters. The number of letters per line was determined and

multiplied by the number of total lines In the sample. Unfortunately

this method reveals nothing about the vocabulary used by the

participants. Information which might be valuable In and of Itself.
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Left-branching embeddlngs were defined as those embedded elements,

I.e., gerunds, infinitives, and subordinate clauses of various types

which precede or interrupt the main clause. Although Kemper (1987)

provides a somewhat wider definition of left-branching embeddings, for

example, compound subjects and compound verbs, this study utilized a

more limited definition because such compounds are usually considered

part of the main clause.

Similarly right-branching embeddings were identified as those

subordinate clauses, gerunds, and infinitives which followed the main

clause.

Following the findings of Kemper (1987) it was hypothesized that

both left- and right-branching embeddings would decline in frequency as

the age of the writer Increased. It was also expected that the number

of left-branching embeddings would decline more dramatically because

they are more difficult to process linguistically.

Frequency of both left- and right -branching embeddings was

determined per hundred words of writing. In addition to relating

frequency of embeddings to age, an effort was made to relate frequency

of embeddings to educational background on the assumption that exposure

to and practice of more complex writing might influence the complexity

of the individual's writing.

Moreover, it was expected that certain other factors such as having

been exposed to a language other than English as a child might influence

sentence structure. The limited scope of this study did not allow for a

formal analysis of such factors but does present evidence for

consideration.
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Results;

As can be seen from Figure 1, right-branching embeddings outnumber

left branching embeddings consistently. Moreover it can be seen that at

least a rough correlation exists between the number of left- and

right-branching embeddings. The mean ratio of right branching to

left-branching embeddings is about 2.5 to 1. This is consistent

generally with earlier findings (Kemper, 1987).

Kemper found that individual differences in writing style and

idiosyncracies varied widely. Certainly the cross sectional study

reveals wide variations in a number of areas.

Some of these individual samples are worthy of discussion. CS-3,

v^lch displays an unusually large number of embeddings, may not be a

reliable indicator of the writer's typical prose. The piece, which is a

biographical sketch, contains extensive Biblical phraseology and some

Biblical quotations vrtiose embeddings account for much of the complexity

present in what the writer offers as a testimony of his conversion

experience (see Table 1).

The writer of CS-8 chose to respond to the request for a writing

sample by adopting the persona of his dog in order to provide a

narrative of a trip. This individual, who is well-known to the

researcher, is highly educated and articulate as well as a published

writer. It is entirely possible, however, that the writer's attempt at

creativity resulted in the adoption of a style which influenced his

syntactic choices.
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The writer of CS-20 displayed some of the greatest syntactic

complexity found in the study. A 58 year old female with post graduate

education, the writer produced a travel narrative in which left-

branching embeddings outnumbered right-branching embeddings by nearly 2

to 1. It seems unlikely that the topic alone accounts for this strong

deviation from the typical ratio. In fact the frequency of left-

branching embeddings in this sample probably accounts for the spike

observed in Figure 1 at the 55 to 60 year old position (see Appendix 2).

CS-27 contained a large number of sentence fragments. Yet many of

these units are not fragments in the truest sense of all but are created

by the writer's non-conventional punctuation (see Appendix 3). In order

to determine embeddings these "fragments" were regarded as elements of

larger units v^en such relationships could be determined. Similar

problems existed in evaluation CS-67 which consisted of many fragpients

(see Appendix 5) and CS-72 (see Appendix 6). Although no definitive

conclusion can be expressed, it is interesting to note that none of

these writers was a high school graduate, and in each case a language

other than English was an influence in the home. In CS-27 Spanish was

spoken in the home and for CS-72 French was spoken during the writer's

developing years. The writer of CS-67 indicated that English was spoken

by her family, but there was a strong Swedish Influence.

Both education (see Figure 2) and linguistic background may

Influence the structure of an individual's writing. It is also

reasonably clear that well-educated individuals write longer sentences

than individuals with less education (see Figure 3 and Table 4).

Education seems to be related to more complex sentence production in a
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direct way (see Table 2 and Figure 2). Well-educated individuals

generally produce more complex sentences than less well-educated

individuals regardless of age.

The influence of exposure to other languages should be the subject

of further study. It may well be that limited exposure to other

languages during the years an individual is acquiring a selected

language in a developmental fashion confuses the subject. But after

mastery of syntactically complex structures is attained in one language,

study of, or acquisition of a second language, as in the case of some of

the well-educated individuals in this study, may further stimulate the

production of complex sentences.

It must be acknowledged that topic selection, linguistic

background, idiosyncrasies of the writer, and many other considerations

may influence the structure of a writer's sentences.

CS-73, which has by far the greatest mean sentence length, was

written by a highly educated male. He speaks English and French

fluently and reads several other languages well. The writing selection

was intended primarily as a press release and contains long lists, noun

strings, of items. This catalog, rather than the personal

characteristics of the writer, may account for the deviant sentence

length, (see Appendix 7).

Statistical analysis indicates only a slight negative correlation

between right-branching embeddings and age (p < .05). In spite of the

dramatic decrease of left-branching embeddings in the writing of those

above eighty, there is a slight positive correlation between

left-branching embeddings and age over the life span to that age. For
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this reason the cross-sectional study provides little evidence to

support the notion of a decrease in sentence complexity with age prior

to the age of eighty.

Other relationships prove interesting but not surprising.

Right-branching embeddings show some correlation to educational level,

<r = .3479, T = 3.13, 2 would be significant at the .05 level).

However, both left-branching embeddings and sentence length show

extremely strong positive correlations with education, (r = .8496 and

r = .8766 respectively; I for both being above 13 with 2 being

significant at .05 level). This strongly suggests that educational

attainment has a direct bearing on an individual's ability to construct

complex sentences.

Finally, in spite of deviations related to characteristics of

Individual writers, their topics, and their styles, there does appear to

be revealed by the cross sectional study an age-related decline in the

frequency with which both left- and ric^t-branching embeddings occur in

writing that occurs at approximately age 80. This decline may occur

later in life than suggested by earlier studies, but it appears to be a

significant decrement in syntactic complexity confirming in part the

hypothesis.



CHAPTER FOUR - LONGITUDINAL STUDY

Method

Journals, diaries, letters, and personal papers of four individuals

were examined. An effort was made to select a writing sample

representative of each five year period of an individual's life from the

early 20's until the five year period ending in their death. Three of

the four individuals kept journals or diaries for most of their adult

lives. The fourth individual rose to a position of political prominence

and much of his personal correspondence has been preserved.

In order to be consistent with the cross-sectional study, writing

samples were chosen that were about three hundred or more words in

length. In some cases, particularly some Journal entries, several

entries had to be combined to attain an acceptable length. These

entries were then analyzed for mean sentence length, number of left-

branching embeddings and number of right-branching embeddings.

Although numerous Journals, diaries and other writings were

examined, most covered only very limited periods of time. For example,

there are numerous Civil War and Spanish-American War diaries which

cover only the war experience out of the lifetime of the writer.

Several Journals, diaries, or day books were examined which spanned

many years, but the daily entries consisted of only a few words or lines

at most.
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The writings selected for analysis came from work that spanned

about fifty years in an individual's life and were long enough to

adequately represent the writer.

Three of the diaries were located in the manuscript division of the

Kansas State Historical Society. The papers which make up the fourth

collection studied came from the IX^ig^t D. Eisenhower Library.

Expanded DwgriPtion of th? LonqUvidinal Samplgg

The earliest writing examined was that of Issac Tichenor Goodnow

who lived from 1814 until 1894. Goodnow's diary in 43 volumes was

written from 1834 until the time of his death. It is not absolutely

consistent in coverage, the most obvious gaps being in the 1840's.

There are other noteworthy characteristics of Goodnow' s diaries which

need to be described. ITG-1, (see Figure 7 and Appendixes 8-10),

contains writing that is considerably more conplex than any of Goodnow's

post-1851 writing. This is also true of ITG-3. It may be that the

change in sentence complexity is due in part to the topic and overall

length of the pieces. However, ITG-1 and ITG-3 were written while

Goodnow was still living in the East whereas the post-1851 specimens

were written as Goodnow lived on what was then the Kansas Frontier. It

is difficult to believe that a major psychol inguistic change occurred in

Goodnow. It is far more likely that the hardships of life on the Kansas

Frontier did not permit the time for the polished longer entries made in

the East.
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The George Washington Franklin diaries span the period 1885-1935.

Franklin lived from 1860 to 1936. The earliest diaries tend to have the

shortest entries. Franklin''s sentences often have an understood subject

and this had to be accounted for in the analysis. In some of the last

entries Franklin apparently developed the idiosyncrasy of using a

conjunction, the and sign (8.) in place of a period. He strung together

many short but functionally independent clauses into very long compound

sentences (see Appendixes 11, 12, 8. 13).

George Allen Root, who lived from 1867 to 1949, kept journals from

1895-1949. The length of individual entries remained reasonably

constant. As did the other two individuals. Root primarily recorded

daily events revolving around work and family activities.

The writing samples of Dwight D. Eisenhower consist of personal

letters and a diary entry. No writing sample could be found of a

personal nature for the period of time when the former President was in

his early 30's. Eisenhower apparently kept a diary only a brief period

of time around 1930.

The crucial factor in selecting samples for analysis was to find

material of a personal nature that had not been edited or rewritten by

others. The material selected was felt to be free of such problems by a

staff member at the Eisenhower Library.

Eisenhower's writing displays a wide range of sentence complexity.

This, again, may be due to the subjects of letters or the style

Elsenhower chose for a particular piece. DDE-4 shows Eisenhower's

attempts at humor, but it also displays an interesting variety of
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sentence complexity as does DDE-5 which has a serious tone (see

Appendixes 14 & 15).

Results

As in the cross-sectional study right -branching embeddings occurred

with greater frequency than left-branching embeddings. The ratio was

about 5 to 1, (see Table 6 and Figure 6).

The mean frequency of left-branching embeddings during the first

three useable age categories (one was discarded due to limited sample

size) is .88 per 100 words. During the last three age categories this

mean frequency drops to .46 per hundred words.

The decline in the frequency of left-branching embeddings is

noticeable after age 66. In fact until that point there seems to be a

slight increase in the mean frequency of left-branching embeddings with

age.

No noticeable decline in the mean frequency of right-branching

embeddings occurs until the 76-80 age category and even then it seems

incorrect to call it a decline when there are 41-45 and 46-50 with full

representation and large writing samples that have lower occurrences of

right-branching embeddings.

Unfortunately none of the writers whose works are included in the

longitudinal study lived long enough to provide Information comparable

to that yielded by the 80 and 90 year olds in the cross sectional study.

The greatest limitation of the longitudinal study is the small sample

size both in terms of individuals and in terms of years spanned.

However, the limited evidence provided by the decrease in frequency of
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left-branching erabeddings during the last decade and a half covered by

the writing samples tends to support the hypothesis.
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CHAPTER FIVE - DISCUSSION

The researcher was surprised to find that for most people a great

deal of anxiety surrounds the writing process. In most cases

individuals agreeing to supply writing samples expressed concern about

having their grammar graded. In spite of assurance that the study did

not deal with proper gramnar and that identity of writers and content of

their writing would be kept confidential, much reluctance was expressed

due to uncertainty about acceptable grammar. How much of that anxiety

arose from the researcher's being known both as an English teacher and

writer is unknown.

Furthermore, men were more reluctant to write than women. Several

older men wanted their wives to write pieces for the study. One

gentleman in his seventies responded to the request for a writing sample

by saying, "Oh, I don't do any writing. Momma does all the writing.

Get her to do it for you". While this reaction was not universal,

similar statements were encountered often enough to suggest that in this

culture male attitudes toward writing often seen in schools as a

reluctance to write continue throughout the life span.

Moreover, older subjects, both male and female, expressed anxiety

about writing because of concerns over their penmanship. This was

especially true of the individuals above eighty-five years of age. One

man in his late seventies, CS-47, attached a note explaining that at one

time he had been capable of excellent penmanship and had received awards

for it, (see Appendix 14). A 92 year old man, who still lives in his

own home and is in good health for that age, granted the researcher an

extensive Interview, but would not write because of a trembling in his

hands. No amount of persuasion would overcome his concern about his
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ability to write. Several other older Individuals expressed similar

concern.

Changes in penmanship were also evident in the longitudinal study.

A glance at the Goodnow diaries reveals a considerable difference in

penmanship between the earliest diaries and the last ones (see

Appendixes 8, 9, 8. 10).

To what extent reluctance to write and the lack of practice of

writing caused by physical problems contributes to decrements in

sentence complexity in the extreme elderly is unknown, but a

relationship is possible.

It is also possible that the social isolation experienced by many

elderly people may be a contributing factor to declines in the number

and variety of complex sentences in both oral and written expression.

This researcher was struck by the apparent loneliness of some of the

participants in the cross-sectional study who were above the age of

eighty. In some cases it was very difficult to end an interview with

them. They wanted to share stories of their past, to show memorabilia,

and to just generally visit. A monthly or weekly visit with relatives is

not the same as daily interaction with family, friends, and co-workers

generally experienced by less aged adults.

It may be argued that radio, television, and the telephone would

tend to offset some of the effects of social isolation in the elderly.

Radio and television are passive events syntactically. There is no need

to communicate with the T.V. or radio. Syntactic information received

from T.V. or radio may have a low level of complexity. Furthermore,

radio, television, and telephones require that the elderly hear well.
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but many elderly do not. So, it is doubtful that these devices

compensate for a general decline in communication that comes with aging.

Kemper in her 1987 study mentions that a strong cohort effect was

observed which generally suggested a trend in English away from the use

of left-branching embeddings, for example, infinitives used as subjects.

This researcher feels strongly that some attention needs to be

given to studying overall shifts in sentence complexity from one century

to the next. Preliminary consideration leads to the conclusion that

writing today consists of fewer complex sentences than it did 150 years

ago. Sentences are shorter and have fewer left-branching embeddings.

Writing today is intended to be read faster and processed more easily

than writing of an earlier period.

Does this suggest an overall decline in psychol Inguistic

functioning? Not necessarily. Complexity is no guarantee of clarity.

A large number of left-branching embeddings while adding syntactic

complexity may only obfuscate the message.

Kenper (1987) offers the following illustration of left-branching

constructions: "The dog who the woman who the boy watched owned chased

after the ball" (p. 323). Why would anyone seeking to express hlra or

herself clearly use a syntactic structure so difficult to process? The

same question could be raised about many other syntactically complex

sentences. Kemper points out that right-branching embeddings are easier

to process because the information contained in the embeddings is

processed sequentially as oppossed to concurrently in the case of

left-branching embeddings (Kemper, 1987).
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A decrement with regard to left-branching embeddings does not

automatically lead to a loss of clarity of expression. Nor does a

decline in the number of right-branching embeddings necessarily result

in sentences which are less capable of communicating ideas clearly. In

fact long, complex sentences containing a number of either right- or

left-branching may only serve to obscure the intended message.

Does a sentence written by Mark Twain contain more meaning than one

written by Hemingway? Many questions can be raised about the

relationship between meaning and sentence complexity. The answers to

such questions will have a bearing in determining the significance of

observed changes in the complexity of written sentences in elderly

adults.

Educators and others dealing with older adults will have to adjust

their methods, materials and attitudes toward older adults. It will be

important to remember that declines in sentence complexity do not occur

in the writing of all adults. The Importance assigned to the rather

limited changes suggested by this and other research In the complexity

of written sentences produced by older adults should be of concern to

educators serving a society In which an Increasing number of learners

are older adults.
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TABLE 1: Cross-Sectional Individual Data

27

Code • Ed. Total W ords W/Sen Lft. Bran Rl. Bran Sex Age Frag Lft Br. Rt. Br.

CS 1 3 336 13 3 28 F 85 3 0.89 8.33

CS 2 ; 6 ; 552 11.1

11.6 :

9

10

27

29

F

n

83

33

1 1.63

2.69

4.89

7.79CS 3 4 : 372

CS 4 : 4 ': 412 7.5 : 6 10 F 28 1.46 2.42

CS 5 '

5 ; 260 14.4 8 14 F 80 1 3.07 5.38

CS 6 ; 3 250 10 1 10 F 94 0.4 4

CS 7 : 3 : 350 7.6 ; 2 13 F 74 0.57 3.71

CS 8 6 430 16 : 3 13 M 56 0.7 3.02

CS 9 6 450 11.5 13 16 M 72 2.88 3.55

CS 10 : 3 416 13.5 10 14 F 82 1 2.4 3.36

CS 11 ; 3 : 400 17 9 22 M 68 2.25 5.55

CS 12 ; 4 ; 315 15 10 14 M 77 3.17 4.44

CS 13 ; 3 ; 400 16 3 18 F 68 1 0.75 4.5

CS M 5 ; 434

264

10-5
;

10.5

9

7

7

15

12

12

F

F

n

90

51

64

2.07

2.65

1.68

3.46

4.54

2.88

CS 15 ; 4 :

CS 16 6 416 14.5

CS 17 ; 2 300 12.7 3 2 F 79 1 1 0.66

CS 18 6 ; 420 18.6 5 14 n 41 1.19 3.33

CS 19 . 4 : 312 12.4 12 F 32 3.84

CS20 6 448 20.3 24 13 F 5? 5.35 2.9

CS21 4 ; 265 11.5 3 14 F •(2 1.13 5.28

CS22 3 544 18.7 9 15 11 T3 !.65 2.76

CS23 2 270 15.6 1 M ri :? 0.37 5.18

CS24 5 120 9.2 3 n 31 2.5

CS25 ; 4 • 378 13 4 11 n 85 1.06 2.91

CS26 ; 3 : 210 9.1 2 3 r 71 0.9!. 1.47

CS27 : 2 ; 198 15.2 1 2 F 35 7 0.5 1.01

CS28 2 . 252 14 2 1

1

n 92 1 0.79 4.3G

CS29 2 291 10.4 1 9 F 63 0.34 2.74

CS30 5 : 276 12 2 8 n L J 0.72 2.?9

CS3I : 1 : 260 11.3 2 3 F 91 0.76 1.15

CS32 ; 3 ; 255 8.7 1 6 M 81 0.79 2.35

CS 33

CS 34

; 4 ; 504

384

13.6

18.3

2

2 10

n

F 40

? 0.39

0.52

1.78

2.6: 4 ;

CS35 : 1 : 232 12.8 4 14 F 76 1 1.72 6.03

CS36 ; 5 ; 217 19.7 3 8 F 52 2 1.38 3.6?

CS37 5 ; 248 13 3 9 F 61 1.2 ?.f-:

CS38 6 ; 392 11.5 4 12 M 2? 1.02 3.06

CS39 3 620 10.3 10 12 F 2? •4 1.61 1.93



TABLE l: Cross-Sectional Individual Data
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CS40 6 364 15 2 11 31 0.55 3.02

CS41 4 : 275 8 10 21 2 3.63

CS42 4 ; 294 11.7 : 5 18 23 1.7 6.12

CS43 2 : 276 9.8 5 65 1.81

CS44 ; 4 : 312 19.5 :

17.5 i

13' :"

10

11 M

ri

M

77

70

57 ^

77

3 ^ 0.32

2.31

1.54

1

3.2

1 .96

4.01

3.81

CS45 ; 6 ; 561 :

CS46 ; 4 ; 324

498

11

9.5'^'
" 5

;,

5

13

19CS47 ; 4 :

CS48 5 : 329 12.6 4 19 M 23 1.21 5.78

CS49 5 264 26.4 4 9 M 50 1.51 3.4

CS50 4 ': 264 12.5 2 5 F 48 1 0.76 1.89

CS51 3 312 13 3 7 F 49 0.96 2.24

CS52 4 . 300 23.5 5 ; 20 M 63 1.65 0.56

CS53 ; 3 : 240 10.4 1 ; 5 F 51 1 0.41 2.08

CS54 ; 4 232 ; 11.6 ; 6 3 F 47 2.58 1.29

CS55 : 4 759 15.8 6 19 t1 66 1 0.79 2.5

CS56 2 276 12 2 7 F 54 0.72 2.53

CS57 : 3 : 520 10

10.5

4 :

1

':

14

11

M

F

47

24

0.76

0.26

2.69

2.82CS58 3 ; 390

CS59 ; 5 ; 324 13.5 7 8 ri 28 2.16 2.46

CS60 3 ; 430 14.8 6 6 F 43 1.39 1.39

CS6I 4 - 342 10.3 3 20 M 46 0.87 5.84

CS62 5 ; 378 15.1 ;
4 13 F 35 1.05 3.4^

CS63 . 3 . 350 19 9 : 21 F 36 2 2.57 5

CS64 6 392 14 9 11 t1 41 8 2.29 2.8

CS65 4 : 354 12.1 4 9 F 35 3 1.09 2.47

CS66 5 : 295 12.4 7 ; 15 F 28 2.37 5.08

CS67 2 416 7 2 IZ F r.9 2 c 0.43 2.S8

CS68 6 290 18.1 3 15 n 45 1.03 ".. 17

CS69 : 3 : 336 11.2 5 12 t-i 22 1.48 3.57

CS70 5 567 13.8 14 45 F 38 2.47 7.94

CS7I : 4 385 17.1 8 15 F 41 0.26 3.9

CS72

CS73

1 : 350 :

530

6.3 2

1

It F

M

88

42

3 0.57

0.19

3.H
1.32

. 6 :
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TABLE 2: Left and Right Embeddings Related to Education

Educational Level
. Left Branching Embeddings Right Branching Embeddings

1 (Eighth Grade or Less) 1.02 3.-<4

2 (Some High School) 0.53 2.55
3 (High School Grad) 1.16 ! 3.45
4 (Some College) ),22 3.57
5 (College Grad) 1.6O 4.14
6 (Post Graduate) 1.74 3.

15

TABLE 3: Words Per Sentence—CROSS SECTIONAL

Age Group -Number of Words Per Sentence Ranked by Age Groups in 5 yr Increments

20—25 10.90

..2^"30 12.10

31--3.5
j^^^^^

'

^ '^^^
'^^^

36—40 17.00

41—45 20.00

46—50 14.60

_5i—55 ;

56—60
14.26

15.80

61—65 :

«

15.40

66—70 14.70

.71—75 ; 9.40

76^80 14.00

.81—85 '

13.98

.86—90
; '''"Z"Z.'"^"1J.!L! y^!!.' '2r!5

9J--95 lb!32
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TABLE 4: Words Per Sentence by Education—CROSS SECTIONAL

Educ ational Level

1

2 r

'

'.
'3"^

4
'

5

Number of W ords Per Sentence

10.13

12.08

12.51

11.50

H.38

17.67

Re late d to Educ ation

6

TABLE 5: Left and Right Branchings by Sex—CROSS SECTIONAL

Sex Left Branching Enibeddings Right Branching Embeddings

Female
'

1.23 3. -15

Male .1.33 3.48



TABLE 6: Composite of Longitudinal Studies 31

Age Croup 1'Jo. in Sample Total Words Left Branching Fre. Right Branching Fre.

20—25 2 577 1.42 5.16

26—30 3 890 1.67 5.50

31—35 0.00 0.00

36—40 4 1584

• 1998

0.57

0.70

4.54

1.4141—45 4

46—50 4 2985 1.97 2.65

51—55 3 1695 0.71 4.36

56-60 3 694 1.00 5.48

61—65 4 1614 1.17 ••.33

66—70 4 1240 0.32 4.35

71-75 : 3 969 0.31 5.16

76—80 3 605 0.75 3.60

i^.
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Appendix 1

INFORMATIONSHEET 46

As a gradua-te s 1: u d e n t at Kansas StateUniversity I am conducting researchdealing with the way in which the writtenlanguage o -f adults changes over the 1 i -f espan. 1 am asking -for your help ingathering in-formation -for this study.
I would appreciate a story about your

li-fe or a trip you have taken. I need anarrative or biographical sketch o^: atleast three hundred words in length -forlinguistic analysis. That's about theamount o-f writing on bothsides o-f a sheet
o-f paper when written out longhand.

All personal in-formation in either theactual writing or on the subjectin-formation sheet will be kept strictly
c on -f i d en t i a 1 . I -f you desire to know theresults o-f the study, I will be glad tosupply you with a synopsis o-f the studya-fter June -first, 1S>SB. Your help will be
g r e a tly appreci ated .

NAME:

DftTE OF BIRTH: _

EDUCATION! 9th Grade or less

Soae High School

High School Graduate

So«e College

College Graduate

Post Graduate College

Was a language other than English spoken in your home
when you were growing up?

HoH Hould you characterize your primary career?

Sincerely yours

Elby R. Adaason

You may write your- sketch or narrative onthe attached sheet.
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if/.t^jUji^.. jiJUJUo^-.-Jl/tMLAJt-OnzJi'^ Ar*JtAn^-,/lAA. if*. _

,tJ^A^.^,^f^M^^Jto^'^--Q**J^-xJ^..Ulaf>^^^^JLJJ^^J^
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How would you like to make history? It is something that has
already been done by many ABA members, both as companies and
as individuals, but un-f ortunatel y much o-f the record o-f

their accomplishments has either already been lost or is in
the process o-f disappearing. One long-time ABA member, Mr.
Harold Freund , cares enough about the history o-f baking in
America to try ^-o preserve some o-f it.

In 1982, Mr. Freund -founded the American Museum of Baking
under the auspices of the American Institute of Baking in
Manhattan, Kansas. Although the initial growth of the Museum
was somewhat slow, it has been gaining impetus through the
continued patronage of Mr. Freund and the greatly increased
interest in the project on the part of a number of respected
and long-established bakeries and bakery supply and equipment
companies. Dr. Bill Hoover, Mr. Don Dubois, numerous AIB
seminar participants and students, members of the public, and
even a few foreign baking and milling companies have all
taken an interest in the growth of the Museum's collection of
historical records, photographs, patent machinery models,
small production equipment, and a unique assemblage of baker
statuettes from all over ,the world. There s.r^ also highly
unusual items, such as samples of actual 4000-year-old
Egyptian bread from the Pyramids, 2000~year-Dl d Roman bread
and grain from Pompeii, priceless wood and pottery bread
stamps from Byzantium, and re^re: books on baking from the
leth, 19th, and early 20th century.

The backbone of the collection, however, and the focus of
recent acquisition efforts, are the many different items
which relate to the history of the Baking Industry in North
America. Small production equipment, advertising materials,
signs, and premiums, wrapper stamps and framed wrappers,
bread ration books, early company production records, and all
types of -photographs represent the growth of American baking
from its small-shop beginnings to its present state.

That history is not complete, nor will it ever be. Many
important baking companies &rB not represented, and
significant gaps exist in the records of those which are
present. A large portion of the historical record of
America's bakeries has already been lost, and other segments
are in danger of disappearing through company mergers,
buyouts, and other major changes in the industry. Important
documents and photographs are lost or discarded, and
advertising materials, equipment models, and production items
are either discarded or become nostalgic items of home
decoration or rusting stock in small antique shops and
junkyards.

You can help to change this situation, and to preserve part
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o-f the proud history of ABA member companies and individuals-

Please search your early company records or archives, and

call or write either Dr. Bill Hoover, President o-f AIB, Paul

Klover, Administrative Vice-President o-F AIB, ar Ron Wirtz,

Curator of the American Museum of Baking, to arrange for a

tax-deductible donation of funds or artifacts, or a long-term

loan of historically significant materials to the Museum.

Your children and grandchildren, as well as the American

public, will certainly thank you.
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the great Washington. He died }.4 years since. One of the neighbors very

umeh questioned whether we should meet with a favorable reception from

Kiss Ann, but I made bold to tell her that t :va3 a stranger, & took great

Interest in every thing pertaining to the war of '75; she rac*^ us with the

greatest cordiality & seemed to enjoy a rehearsal of the scenes of old

with as much zeet as ourselves. She brought down the sword of her uncle,

& I had the satisfaction of putting it by my side i drawing it forth as

probably the owner had done, only not with the same intention. At taking

leave of the lady, she almost seemed like an acquaintance,—her eyes were

well nigh filled with tears as we hinted to her that there is a world of

rest to which we may all aspire, & all gain by faithftH effort!

Every year on the 26. t of Dec is enacted by a s'""" fight , the"taking

of the Hessians at Trenton." As nearly as possible, the whole scene is

acted over again; this fixes the events quite distinctly in the minds of

the people. Visited the State House, a very pretty building, with svir-

roundtng grounds, laia out quite tastefully. At 12 took the steamer Zdwln

forrest for Philadelphia, distejice some 35 miles. In aaiiing down the

Celeware, we had a beautiful chance to see the little pleasant villages &

oountry seats on either side in Pensylvania, or New Jersey. I was most

pleased, on the whole, with the Pennsylvania side! Arrived tn P at

3. P.U. 17ent to the Exchange, Navy Yard, Old 0. S. Bank, now the Custom

House, &e. Am somewhat fatigued & shall retire early to rest for the

labors of the morrow.

loH Thursday.

Visited Tairmount Water Works, took an outside view of "the model'

Penitentiary," in which the principle of solitary confinement is carried

out; procured a permit Jc vjent through the celebrated Girard College; it

consists of one main building & 4 others, 2 on each side, all built of



marble. Ths main building la surrounded by a portico, supported by 34.

fluted columns of the Corinthian order of architecture, some 3 l/2 ft

in diameter, & 28 ft high. The execution of the work & the style of

architecture is worthy of the palmiest days of Greece. It is not properly

a college. Candidates for admission must be fatherless & motherless, t

poor, from 6 to 10. years of age: they are kept & supported every way till

16 years old. They number 304. The expenses of Girard College annually

are $63,000: average expense to each scholar, about $207, On the whole

it will no doubt do much good. An immense amount of money has been use-

lessly laid out on the building. Went into the Hall of Independence, in

which the Continental Congress held its sessions, &. in which the Declaration

of Independence was signed. Saw a piece of the stone on wh^oli John Adams

stood to read the Declaration to the People. Sat down in the chairs, oc-

cupied by Sec; Thompson, & John Hanooclc, Pres? of Congress. Saw the old

Liberty Boll, now cracltad; it used to be rung on the 4*" of July but is now

eaiy interesting only from its former use in pealing forth the peals of

Liberty. Called at the Telegraph Office and sent a communication of good

morning t O.K. to friend CoTel of N. T. Purchased through tickets for

Pittsburg, for |10, with the priTilege of stoplng on the rout as long as

we pleased. At 2. P M. left in the stea-ner Cambridge & proceeded down

the beautiful Delaware Bay, past Old Red Bank, whers Greene defeated the

Hessians & mortally woiinded Count Donop; it is now in ruins; Fort Mifflin

ju«t below i opposite, is now the defense of Philadelphia, It is situated

upon a low mud Island. We steamed it to Newcastle in Delaware 33 miles In

2 1/2 hours, haTln^ a heavy wind & rain on the passage, but it was all

pleasant. As the excessive heat was very much modified by the same. At

N. Castle we took the cars 16 miles across the little state to Frenchtcra,

Chesapeake Bay, near the mouth Elk River, here wf again took a steamer for

63
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Baltimore 60 miles, arrWlng at 9 1/2 P.M. Held an animated comrersatlon

with a slaveholder & a sympathizer with the peculiar institution. Evidently

they are ignorant of the true position of Northern Anti-slavery men. l.'.yself

ibr> Denison, hecame oulte interested in the family of . to Tlllyard, con-

slating of hijnseLf t wife with 4 or 5 children; the oldest one, a young

lady, some 17 years of age, was modest, good looking, a pleasing address

& though a native of Baltimore, a good specimen of a worthy New England

young lady. All the family were polite, t Interesting; & this added much

to the pleasures of the moonlight voyage . There were many others aboard

not thus interesting, yet they were subjects of our private reaarics k.

crltlclsmfl. The world was very well represented on this little boat.

fie put up at the U. S. Hotel, one of the Grandee Hotels of the Nabobs

t

;»e were first shora to a room that did not at aU suit us ic we descended

baggage & negro waiter together to dnhounce to the Landlord that we would

look for o.uarters In some other Hotel. Ke apologized by saying that we

were sent by mistake to the wrong room; we accepted the explanation & were

shown to a room every way desireable. One fault however we find with this

city, we ware kept awake too much by the people turning night Into day,

i disturbing those wno would gladly sleep.

11*^ Friday.

Rode 2 miles to Fort McHenry, the scene of a severe bombardment by the

BrittlBh Sept 13*^ 1814. It was gallantly defended by Col. Aimlstead, &

the enemy were glad to retire. It mo-onts 50. cannon & at present has a

garrison of 70. Artillerymen, under Lieu. Col. Taylor. General Wallback

also resides hero. One of his aids k'ajor W VT. Uackall, very politely In-

us

Tited us into his room & entertained .very agreeably for a half an hour in

answering various questions on military affairs. He gave us a very concise

analysis of the character of General -yJorth, one of our most accomplished
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*•'"•, '
i

*• is _ nearly cleaned out.

Oot ry 3 cows fro.-. r',y shoclc corn !;'. of cabbare *• drove ?. yeBrlin- steers oT Joe?

Taylor fro- r.y choc!< corijT,) they v,s-e with or near ny cows 1 rr:pt back ur.:;cr a '-.ole

In ths hfi-e,/^! v;ent back about neon or nesrly noon, (f)sor.r'::c:Jy had chcp!-tid h^v-s

lir.bs 'u put brush in the opf-ninss so I did not have r.uch tb"Ho, but I cut sore li-.bs

i put in hole at rnd of r.y fc-nco bj' Tiolladay's corn en ry Isnd, ' looked alon- h^d^s

to crr.trr of ~" 00 on -., side to V.v , Robertson's pasture—fcnc?, '". thot. it vdll turn

stock. iJauled /: stac!<ed 2 loads hay fro:ti ry '..'. prsirio hay stack in about 3 hrs. ",;'.

A wo-en care to r.y house v;hi]e T was unloading, hay i I saw her r^oin- back to th? cr.vT

,

T:c:<C:y Akin^ si'.id whe v;anted to sail bibles, :.-. vas at hi,s placo^ C = l]cd on 'Jnlph r^ohinson

v'hisre bs vaa plowins vd-th a ''•-.ctor i'c 2 can™ plows, to see hoi; it plo-,.'edi plov.-s jocd,,

but is cold ,v stiff re I .•^uess pulls h3rd.-r Ralph wanted re •o do";>te sorn vork on

church addition, that they are buildin'- i?t ':'
. ^ w.ay'-.:^'^

?hur':';'v, ij-.- --
I : k.','

ifask'sd about SCO lbs. corn fro- l-.st pile (of 5 shocks) hauled up, '.- put in ~.

cribr Chased rc-d strc-r of Taylors fro-^ ry shoc,< of fetcritr, by yrllin-: at hir '. lio

ran back to hed-o .i crept thj'u Khere* 'sore brusli hnd been put yrctcrday. I cut '.'.rt-jc lir,V..3

.i put in holes " piled alon-; hrd^e on Z, side to cattle fror co;-.in,_r thru, into -y corn,

kafir, ."• fetrrita shocks of ^^rain 5- fodderf, /.blue day ." rainrd sore, but not very

coldYTi "roke end off of ry husking pe:; when trj-in-; to turn it to r-a;ie a hook to hold

the leather on end of pe^ thon spliced it with a spiko ha.-.rerod flat •!.• 2 holes drilled

thru it 1- riveted on old pr^e, then bent a hook on it 1- I have a ne-..' kind of huskin:; -per,

invented i- r.ada i husked with it{^'it does pretty well, but the pe~ rolls in ry hand,

as it is only tied on \rit\\ a piece of shoestrin; ~t w leather stiips, one end of leather

strip on hook near lifctle finj^sr = s nsw idea in huskinpvO

Friday, 11-30-1^23
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Dewey Akin helped me 1 3A hrs, A.i^^we repaired block & vared it on frorit.

bolster, under hay rack, to raise it, i hauled a load hayy/balsnce of the V.. this

year stack of hay i topped to nake a load & spread on E, end of ploivini; i so-ve on

popcorn stalks = U, loads P.l-g) Dewey Akin came i- I told hin to .^o to the Dr. vdth his

soro i swollen I03 i he went to Dr. Rapp A.!r, i- came back a^ain P.;:. to help nc haul

hay, i it vas cold cloudy A windy 4 he v.-ould like to haul cod,, so I told him to -^o

for coil, i: I could use hir. haulinr; hay some other tire. Husked 210 lbs. = 3 bu.

corn i put in crib A.-j^ Have husked k^ bu. 62 lbs, fron 28 shocks to date, this falK'.

VJednesdgv; 12-S1923

Cloyd Robertson came i borrowed r^ blow torch to warm manifold i carburator

so ..6 could start his engine in autqj^; I went up with hir- to ^ee what i could learr^r.

Ee 4 his rothsr wanted to goto Walker, V.o. wliere her husband i= with his mother wno

had a stroke of apoplexy 4 Dr. has given her upj- Coldest rnornin; ti;is fall C, I suf-

fered -ath cold hands i feetj V.'ent to Dewey Akins i to Frank Allsoodsr. Lester said

he would give me 6 cts. a bu. to husk r^y rent corn in his field on rvy farrn^- Kothin^;

done but chores todayr.

Thursdnv, 12-5^1923

Dewey Akin cane --.M. 4 rode vdth ir.e to It. Joe Linn's, on the l.ary Shade plow

at the bridge U. of Kenry Fairbanks t we bourht so.-r.e hardwood lather i I hauled it hor.e

& got hor.e at dark = 6:15 P.5^ Not very cold, but I got cold coring hbr^e. i walked

some, i Dewey drove iry teairrp I bot. 2 paid $2.i;7 for luir.ber at 2k cts. a foot,-

except one plank for 50 cents, that would be 70 cts. © Zk cts. per foo^ Dewey got

about n.60 worth of lurber = boards i scantlin,^ Vy bill is as follows.-

1 Ps. ZXk i. 12 ft. - 8 ft. ^
1 Ps. 2 X if X 10 ft. = 7 ft.
12 Ps. 2 X i* X 8 ft. = 6!+ inches
1 Plank 2 X 12 X lif = 28 ft.
Check 52.47.
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)>. Stuart C£.-,o to borrow a scythe but -y syath was so v.-eak tint h?

feared he ri?nt brsak it. i did not take it?; I f^ave hin about a hal ]] of

ny early apples, as they are just .^-ettin^j -jood to eat i red colo^(•^ho Id
P.e they (sor.eone) were pulling Krank G:-.ubbs hed-e,('?Jl went to the croiir r.—js

120 rods '.•/. i saw 3 r.en pullinj the hed^e rith a 65 horse poi-.-er caterpillar

tractor i about 25 feet of about J/U inch cable, (raybe larger) '. a bi, hook

about li inch thick i naybe about 8 inches lon,^- One ran ran the tractoriT"^

2 nen handled the cable 4 hedjejp ahedre tree about 8 in. diarieter r.ade the

tractor jerk to puil it as ground '..-as soft i-. slippery(^ Thsy put the ca'-le

around about 3 feet of rov; on hed^e brush],, about 3 or k nsn v,-ere working on the

pulled hcd-e, chopping, savin-, and pilin;; the brushj ;onp cnall r.an toi-j re

bjs nanej^tjPr_uitt and that he worked for Frank Grubb about 5 years aro/I'

raised a crop for hirrr, Hg talked of buying an engine to run a sawlTray core

to see Ry en^iner; Took 2 vired trees i broken off posts north side of rrove

i put the wires on posts I haa aet 3. of the tree ro-.-r^- Then plowed nearly a

Jip^e with = 15 rounds on .V. land of the 3 acres !!. of slou-h fror about 3:30

P.;:. to nearly sundown = J hrs. or nore, but it ^iss warr. • horses sweat :..

pantodii.I let the;n rest about half the tirco^. Cnce the p]ow clo-.-rc-d b^^/l]

pulled ry horses awful hard for a while! I plowed in prairie sod to -et n]ow

to scour i undo; the dirt i weeds thau called it about 2 or 3 bu. pile so

I could hardly have cleaned it out by hand without a spade-: About U rods vnlde

to plow in this land to finijh this fiel.^ then I have 12 acres nore of weeds

to plow i 6\: acres oat stubble = IGj acres to plow yo^.,

Txiesdav. 7-25-1931

Finished plowin- 3 acre patch N. of slou<:h i plowed 3 rounds on 12 acre

fielcTp the weeds as as bad or worse than the 3 acre patch. H) they aot to
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i'Jashington

Sunday. . .Sept .9.

DeaLT Everett :

I've just returned from the .vars. The guns are silenced,

the flags are furled, the weary soldiers turn their eyes

longincly and exDectantly to almost forgotten pleasures of

home, of sweethearts and of bootleg liouor. In_eciul3tion of

thousands of eoually obscure and unigpcrt aat_-aari: i f. 1 ppr.ts

in~cargnys5ircllo ok: .id the_SDeiring_o.LL-fhg-t word in the

l ittle book you ^arry ) struggles of the past, I am hastening to

record for posterity (No, I know you dont qualify under that

classification, but please quit intsi'rupting) my profound

imoressions of the dramatic incidents, outstanding characters,

(except that this is not really -S-n autobiography) and

lasting lessons of the late conflict. Casting a calculating

eye toward experiences of the past I feel that i am justified

in hoping the" the world will, momentarily at least, unsus-

pectingly measure the extent of my influence on the events

of which I write oi—thsssiS^^ with^v/hi_ch_JI break_int_o_p.r_in.t

.

Still mindful of the nethoas of my pred';cf?ssors I

must immediately, though of course modestly and reluctantly,

confess that my' intimate and continuous associc-.t ion with

the principal figures of the war gave me"unusual and often

uniaue opportunities to observe and perhaps even at times

to infuence" the actions and decisions of leader? who tho

world elrrsdy has come to recog^iize as men of d^^rtiny. Am I to

be deterred by the fear of criticisrr. from those mean spirited

cynics wh- ..-ill suggest that an aide is only a tnil to a

cow or at the best nothing. more than s visible warning

to the meek and lowly that 'the brass hats are on the way?

Ah, my friend, I need not say to you that "Chn jibos and

jeers of such can touch me not i Luty(hell I should hr-ve

used cacitals on that word) is to me a sacred thing....

the world shall not lose the message that only I cnn brinr
it. And besides, many times before now gullible publirhr-rr

.

have paid Jiandsomely for docurients having no other claim, tc

fame thar^^-the extravagant admiration of their authors. Yes,

the path is plain before me; let fortune fro.™, let friends
desert me, let the world condemn me, but I follow it to the ?-nd,

(To be read in a low voice, somewhat tinged with melancholy.)
And so to workJ Perhaps I should take time to

say that in this magnus opus there shall be no hint of

plagiarism; from my o\%-n mind and from my ov/n inspired thoughts

shall flow every phrase, idea and word that I here set

dovm in my keen realization of profound obligation to

my fellow men. Genius at work cannot of course pause

to consider the probability that kindred spirits of the past

may have used identical or strangely similar phraseology

in the expression of burning inspiration. Indeed should this

be cause for wonder? Rather should we not realize that.
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cascading do-«i from Olympian slopes, the molten lava of their

ceniu3 must occasionally find eventual idenci.y in form

and shape even as it invariably does in beauty ana m
^andeur? Away then with all concern for the ccrping

critic who finds in similarity of language eyiaence cf
,

feeble imitationi From these v/e find refuge in the nobility

of oir purpose and our slf-dedication to its acccmplishmenL

.

There remains of course the possibility ci challenge

as to fact-— al'.vavs we must realize that doubting Thomas

did not deoart this world -.vith l consistent ^recora
_

for

failure in" orcCreation. His progeny plague us and msul. us -

they Isughed at Fulton; they imprisoned Bunyan; they

burned Joan d'Arc.snd they invented the Bronx cneeriJI
^

I s^y to them in^ advance. that.;their attacks agamso the

product of my.Tjen might/equal reason and presur.pcicn be

dir-c^ed/tSrwoks of some of my most illustrious

nredeces^or— to all of '.vhom I unhesitatingly .acknowledge

that-Close:.kinship which their demonstrated genius so

clearly indicates. But who, for instance, can ca/.-3 his oath

that one man and one only .vas so rude as to drsv; psid° hi?

curtain when tVie beautiful Godiva rode .so horei-olly- cround.-
^

the streets o£^^^7 V.'hat woman whose whose ci-.:-r:r. ^ and figure..

had been so indifferently ignored by the whcle mannood

of a great city would have failed to leave for our

edification an embittered and outraged commentary on the

discernment and Lfaded'. Instincts of her male conte^r.porarios?

Preposterous? Of course. Yet the faithful hictcrian could

do no more than to record T.dth. priGision and accuracy thac vv.icn

ha him.self saw, (And what a break it was tc be an historian

^ITlhaVdly and in that to.vn.) Who can prove that the lovely

Portia won hsr case solely by hor kno.vloOrc- ci- th= law ana
,-j 1 T -• _ ^--^.t^o i.^>,Tr: ni-ih nn p-,-n'^vi '=nC3U lUCCe haVO

her S'-ill in debate? '..ould not an experi^ncau juate

quickly penetrated her thin diseuise sndby an exchange of

winks assured her client of acquittal ana hini-lf ol a date

regardlefs of the logic of her argument? Sticklers for

petty facts in Koses ' day undoubtedly asserted that his

flicht from Egyot was insoired more by his fear of a

shot-gun wedding than by his unalterable deterr-ina^icn to

Kive the Isrealites a swim in the Red Sea. Ano I re- wiun t

we know of the habits of the Fharohettes, ..e ere ccnstrainea
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to acknov/ledge the plausibility of this contention. The lesson
is that fact and history are not necessarily si-ncnc^icus terms-
the artist is not to be confused with the statistician.
Nov; the task I have set for myself is v/ritint the history of the
great Blue-Blaflk and Tan '.Vr.r of 193 4, and of nyov.n
participation therein. VVhy should I quake in terror oi
anticipated attacks frc3 those v/ho will try to confound ne .vith
facts? The most they v/ill be able tc prove is that my
participation v.-as nil, that there .vefe'no Blues, nor Blacks,
nor Tans, and that in truth there v.as no -.var. ,,

Aliat on earth has happened to you and Kate? .le've
constantly been expecting to see ycu dros in here if fcrno
other reason than tc thumb your noses st'us. Ireturned from
Raritan last eve and -.ve were so concerned as to ycur undeter:::-' ned
fate that we agreed to r.ount the Plyncuth this morning and
play Stanley to ycur Livingstone. (Ve failed to do so only
because xaiax v.-e were afaid you'd be off rn.some jaunt and
we'd get neither a drink nor a feei to helc-iis on th? return
journey. Since v/e are expecting John by nezc Saturday v/e
ere toying with the idea of running up there one
afternoon th's week and staying over the nsxt day. That would
compel me to- -cake only one day off, which 'I could manage I think».
This subtle hinfe for an invitation is not nearly so plain as
I could make it.... but having implicit faith in your
mental alertness and fine discernment, I am putting it this
way in complete confidence that ycu -.vill q;; iniss the
point. But of course, as long as things are hinted at, one
can alv/ays conveniently duck disagreeable orcsrects bv'
assumed denseness. And no umbrage can be taken by the hinterJ

Love to you both and for cripes sake come en In and se^? us

Z As ever,

dt^
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'

. f/; i, January 3, 1939 .
'

Dear Milton: U f/ V ^--^
" /

Ycur lettST of December 13 Just arrived, end I'm dropping
everything in order to get off a reply by the next clipper to leave
here. In attempting to measure the attractiveness of the offer made _
you by Fenn State, I an assuming that, by custom in United States J7

Colleges, the sumiTkary or arbitrary removal from office of a College ?^

Dean is practically impossible. In other vvords security—by v/hica ^
I mean your family's security—would be enhanced rather than dimin- Ji

ished by the change. This is vastly important to a salaried man that."
has to think of a wife and tv/o young children, and all observations k
I shall attempt to make below are dependent upon the validity of this ?
basic assumption. c

I ,an quoting a sentence from your letter. "F^r.ally, I am not
certain cfcat I vrauld be entire"! 7 happy in work that'Iached the rigor-
ous demands on many fronts tha'i; I encounter here."

I feel competent to enter a discussion on this point because
.of simili'r feelings of m;r oi.vn in the past, and some reflection on

. the results of my o'."--!! decisions, that were based upon those feelings.'
The human machine wears out, although none of us ex'er applies this
inescapable law to his ovra case. Deterioration and destruction are
familiar phenomena, but the mind recoils from personal application
of the logical conclusion. Si.fns of deterioration appear, just as
they CO in an automobile, in accordance witt. the speed of use. By
tradition, v-hen we speak of'^bui'ning t^i3^:.na-o 'c. v^J'̂ 1 -..-s we think
of strong drink, weak women and rancous singing. Actually the speed
•that is most dangerous to the human is the speed that' is Involved in
driving , continuous mental endeavor '

. luen of ability in the govern-
ment service see so curb to be done, they create or have created for
them 30 many jobs that -^ay.ier men like to shunt from their ovm should-
ers (except of course when it comes to collecting th-^ glory for recog-
nized accomplishment) that gradually the victim, v.hica word I use
advisedly, loses his sense of values, and with this needful governors
/ailing him, he applies his mind, consciously ant' unconsciously, day
and night, to important and intricate problems tliat march up cease-
lessly, one after the other, for consideration.

In our younger days this is fine—we like it— v/e know with
certainty that we are important to the organization v/c serve— and
we thrive on the completion of each Job, done to the full satisfac-
tion of those around and above us. It can likewise be done and en-
Joyed by age with no gmat damage, but only where the conditions of

.,aervice are such as to encourage, even force, increasing periods of
Enjoyable relaxation. To pursue further the automobile analogy; an
old oar must go for complete overhaul more frequently th"n the new
one I

Most professional careers, even including the military, so
arrange themselves that i"'^'''eaalng opportunity to slow un in personal
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effort, to ut.e the fruits of other men's work in arriving at deci-
sions and judgnents, come with advancing years. A disadvantaR-
.that I've always suspected to exist in your present job is that thisgeneral rule does not apply. Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries
will continue to come and go— and the able, conscientious Bureau
Director, capable of -caking on his ovm shoulders the thousand and
one recurring administrative, coordinatins and miscellaneous jobs
will be scarce as ever. In other vrards, you, because of your nature
and your recognized abilities, will be on a steady, swift prind untilyou've definitely damaged your ova capacity for enjoying life. Vh-n
tires blow out or pistons freeze the car is no good to anyone— butthese things are more readily repaired than a shattered nervous sys-
tem, or a confirmed routine of activity that -rinallv cannot be broken
except at the acute distress and damage of the individual, vmen thisoccurs real unhappiness results—for only a man that is happy in his
work can be happy, in his home and with his friends. V/hich "incident-
ally, leads to the observation that Helen, in collaborating with you
in solving your present problem, should do so with the purpo=« of
insuring the suitability, congeniality and interest of your life-work:

All this to poae cne single proposition! !.'y conception of a
worthwhile College Dean is a can that, as years 20 by, becomes a
guide and inspiration to our youth, not through feverisr activity
ana solution of involved administrative problems, but th^ou^^h the

' -''

ripened viev/point from which he sees youth's que sties, and''''the hi/rh
average of wisdom and leadership he uses in helping them solve th«ir
problems. His value derivestcharacter, knowledge iid personality—
not from ceaseless expenditure of nervous energy, c^ course I realize
that in entering upon a new post of this kind, a season of intensive
c'fort would be necessary. But if the picture presented in this rcrr-.
graph is reasonably accurate, the new Job would apnear to be one inwhich the demands conform closely to the nroner .outcut of ricening
ability while in your present position, I feel, this characteristic
is lacking, and you are in danger of becoming only an extremely use-
ful tool! J-^ s^_L.r.d., A -- -•' '^—

. A.^ * /.-r;,;...- /^ c'.-w-.'__r o.- ^;/-U

This seemingly endless discussion of trite but nevertheless
sound truisms may bore you— but if you've read to this point, you've
at least been reminded of the most important point you and Helen must
now consider—your future happiness in your work. Happiness in work
means that its performer.rmustrknow it xo be worthwhile; suited to his
temperament, and, finally, suited to his age, exnerience. and capacityfor performance of a high order. => » - ,

u.^ ocip<iuj.i.y

As to your house. On this point all I can give is my assur-
ance that I understand, and sjTupathize with your reactions. It is
a real home, rristantly sensed by even a casual visitor. t-q sell It
will be to lose something valuable from your life, becaus"5 you two
have put so much of yourselves into it. The money loss would not
concern me much, but your abandonment of past plans and hopes and
effort will cause even me a wrench, so I know what it must mean to
you. But why not take a run up to Pennsylvania to rffitermine whether
the general setting and atmosphere is one to which you can trans-
plant your ideas in home-building, even if you cannot take there



^oiv«^^t^^?^ t^'^^^ V:^^^'
=*ai^«ays and vistas? The problem mishtsolve Itself through discovery of newly inspired antic ipations.^^^

One last thought occurs to me as very important. Few aboutfreedom in self-expression? The prohibitions, legara^d ethical

I7nn°'^^l^^
the puhlic servant might be largely rfmoved in aSosi-tion of the kind you are considering. If so I would r8ga-d thilasa tremendous advantage. With your ability in composition, particular

J^i? ^?'Hf'^°''^ '"^^^"?i
^°"^ y°^ ««^1'^^ °f exne^ience ik Igricul-

^nhf^
problem, you should have liberty and leisure to jut do-S andpublish vvnat lou believe, not

.
what administration policy supports?

fil^ fZ^°^^°^^''''^'^
presented you, I tell you, without flattery

S^; ^?^" ^V° ^-^^?° ^°^ should not become a national figure i

A

«nfJ,^ o' J°'' ^^ honest, intelligent, natural, well informed.

f^\l°^ "^l ^^^!f^
yourself clearly. Nothing else, it seems to me'is necessary particularly when the position you will occupy tendsto maice your words authoritative in the ears of the publlcf

< * V ^^'^'^1 ^'^'^ ^^"^ °^ ^^y- ^^ y°" °an see, I've argued mvs°lfinto believing you should make the change , -provided the variousassumptions I've neces'sarily had to substitute for actual knowledge

^e "thinking of""vn^"^"'/-^^" ^?^ ^ ^^"^ y°" ^'^ Helen to Knrie'!!'
ILI t^ l^ of you, and, in spite of your own doubts, we'll believethat whatever decision ycu make will be the rieht one. With bestwishes for 1939 to you, Helen, Buddy and Mistress Ruth.

As ever,
^\

aiv;, h^^!in^f
read your letter and this reply. Her ^.ODended notegives her slant on the matter. "" -
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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have indicated that sentence complexity in

adults as measured by the frequency of left and right branching

sentence embedding in their writing declines with age. The number

of left branching embeddings in particular seems to reflect a decline

in verbal and associated cognitive abilities with age.

Earlier researchers have generally held that verbal abilities

are fairly stable across the life span and in some cases actually

improve

.

The present study consists of a cross-sectional examination

of adult writing samples of a nearly uniform length. Adults in-

volved in the study ranged in age from the early twenties to the

early nineties. A longitudinal component examines selected writings

from four individuals whose papers/ journals, or diaries contain

writing samples covering fifty or more years of their lives. The

primary thrust of this study is to determine the frequency of left

and right branching embeddings as related to age.


